
Learn How To Draw More Fun Fab Faces and
Bring Your Artwork to Life!
If you are an aspiring artist or someone who simply loves to doodle, then you
know how important it is to master the art of drawing faces. A beautifully drawn
face can bring your artwork to life and captivate the viewer's attention. In this
article, we will explore some tips and tricks on how to draw more fun and fabulous
faces that will enhance your artistic skills.

1. Understanding the Basics

Before diving into the world of drawing faces, it's important to have a good
understanding of the basic proportions and structure. The face is made up of
various elements such as the eyes, nose, lips, and ears, and each of them
follows a particular set of rules. By familiarizing yourself with these guidelines,
you will be able to create more realistic and visually appealing faces.

One helpful approach is the circle method, where you start by drawing a circle as
the base for the head. Then, you can place the facial features within the circle,
ensuring that they are properly aligned and proportionate. This technique can be
a great starting point for any artistic endeavor.
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2. Adding Personality and Expression

A face without personality or expression can feel flat and lifeless. To infuse your
drawings with more life, focus on capturing emotions and distinct features. Pay
attention to how each feature interacts with one another when expressing
happiness, sadness, anger, or surprise. Understanding these subtle variations
can make a significant difference in your artwork.

Experimenting with different facial expressions and gestures will also allow you to
explore the range of human emotions. Don't be afraid to push your boundaries
and exaggerate certain features to depict various moods or characters. This
creative freedom can bring a sense of fun and excitement to your drawings!

3. Practice Makes Perfect

Like any skill, drawing requires practice and patience. Allow yourself time to
experiment and make mistakes. By continuously sketching faces, you will
develop a better understanding of shapes, lines, and proportions.

To further enhance your skills, consider studying different artistic styles and
techniques. Examine the works of famous artists and learn from their unique
approaches to facial features and expressions. Don't be afraid to mix and match
different techniques to find your own artistic style.

4. Embracing Creativity and Uniqueness
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While it's important to learn the basics, don't let them limit your creativity. Every
face is unique, and your goal as an artist should be to capture that individuality.
Experiment with different styles, colors, and textures to create your own signature
look.

One effective technique is to break away from realistic representation and
embrace a more stylized or cartoonish approach. This allows you to inject your
own artistic flair into your drawings, making them more fun and eye-catching.

5. Getting Feedback and Seeking Inspiration

Art is a continuous learning process, and seeking feedback from others can be
highly beneficial. Share your work with friends, fellow artists, or join online
communities where you can receive constructive criticism and valuable advice.

Additionally, don't forget to seek inspiration from a wide range of sources. Explore
different art styles, attend exhibitions, and immerse yourself in diverse forms of
creativity. This exposure will help you broaden your artistic horizons, allowing you
to incorporate new elements into your drawings.

Drawing fun and fabulous faces requires a combination of foundational
knowledge, practice, and creativity. By understanding the basic proportions,
adding personality and expression, embracing uniqueness, and seeking feedback
and inspiration, you can elevate your artistic skills and create captivating artwork
that truly stands out.

Remember, drawing is a form of self-expression, so don't be afraid to experiment
and push your boundaries. Have fun with your drawings and let your imagination
run wild!
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In the first "How to Draw Fun, Fab Faces" book we we learn how to draw a
female from the front. This book is a follow-up companion that provides a fun and
comprehensive guide to drawing simple, beautiful, female faces from the profile
and 3/4 view. It also teaches you how to color and shade your beautiful and
accurately drawn faces! For those looking for additional resources to further hone
their new drawing skills, there is an accompanying e-course by the same name
offered by the author at AwesomeArtSchool.com.
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